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Biden Gets Demonic With MAGA America, GOP Is MIA

Ilana Mercer

Against a sinister, hellfire-and-brimstone
background, outside Independence Hall,
Philadelphia, flagged by Damien’s own foot
soldiers — President Joe Biden convened to
convulse against MAGA America in the
tradition of Linda Blair of The Exorcist fame.

An inartful mouthful, perhaps, but so was
Biden’s address.

The president of these disunited states has
accused my fellow MAGA brothers and sister
of constituting “a threat to [your] personal
rights, to the pursuit of justice, to the rule of
law, to the very soul of this country.…
Donald Trump and the MAGA Republicans
represent an extremism that threatens the
very foundations of our Republic,” barked
Biden.

“MAGA Republicans do not respect the Constitution. They do not believe in the rule of law. They do not
recognize the will of the people. They refuse to accept the results of a free election, and they’re working
right now as I speak … to undermine democracy itself,” the addled-brained demon of a man added.

The only fitting verbal response to such unmitigated hate speech are the fighting words of Andrew
Breitbart:

“F*ck you, war.”

Were I a politician serving my MAGA constituents, I’d right away launch a complaint with the civil
rights division of the Department of Justice. My brief would accuse Biden, a man with considerable
sway, of inciting hatred against millions of his countrymen.

The correlation between being a MAGA normie and losing your job, your banking and free-speech
privileges, and being kicked out of the offices of medical malpractitioners is likely statistically
significant.

It is this kind of political theater and activism that the lethal Democrats understand, fear, and respect.
But the GOP is too slothful and stupid to think agilely.

The Unbearable Lightness of Being GOP

As expected, “Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., remained silent regarding President Joe
Biden’s libeling of ‘MAGA Republicans’ as a threat to the republic.”

House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.) ought to have remained silent.

McCarthy’s response to the hate heaped on MAGA America was to weakly meander about good
Americans “wanting to revive the can-do spirit that this country is founded on.” He also mumbled that,
“instead of trying to bring our country together … President Biden has chosen to divide, demean, and
disparage his fellow Americans … because they disagree with his policies.”
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Meekly did McCarthy suggest that “the first lines out of Biden’s mouth should be to apologize for
slandering tens of millions of Americans as fascists.”

Is that all you’ve got, you political and philosophical eunuch?

“Unite us, say you’re sorry, kiss better”? This is baby talk, Rep. McCarthy. It is the language of love; not
the language one reserves for a hater.

More to the point: Do MAGA folks want an apology from Biden — a hissing, ossified, atrophying
degenerate who despises them? An insincere apology is a poor substitute for justice.

More than because we disagree with Democrat policies, if you can call them policies, democrats revile
MAGA Americans for our core values. They hate us for our hue, and for who we are as human beings.
They want to break us. They want us gone.

Amid the collapse of the American civilization, as has been noted, Republicans continue to concern
themselves most with the enemy’s embryos. To follow on their futile fetus fetish is Sen. Lindsey
Graham’s proposal for a national ban on abortion.

Why now before the midterms? Because Graham is not on the ballot. He won reelection in 2020. His
current term ends on January 3, 2027. That — and because Graham relates to patriotism in the way
“Hanoi” John McCain relates to Vietnam War POWs and men missing inaction: not at all.

Low-grade civil war is underway, certainly by emboldened blacks against learned-helpless whites. But
in my state of Washington, the lukewarm ads Republicans are running revolve around comfortable
kitchen-table issues: inflation, taxation, state spending, and cost of living. The end.

To that end, run-of-the-mill Republican Mike Huckabee seconded the “gasoline, groceries, and God”
campaign message as exhaustive.

That’s the GOP. Running on safe economic issues, looking away from matters of life and death.

These are:

• Black-on-white hate crimes sanctioned.

• Institutionalized anti-white indoctrination.

• Learned helplessness inculcated in whites through hostile institutions, abetted by parents,
pedagogues, and politicians. (Ongoing, see “Sacrificing Kids To PC Pietism” written in 2011.)

• Violating the law of the land by inverting morality — rewarding evil, punishing good — in violation
also of natural and constitutional rights.

• Continued Covid tyranny as a means of ferreting out and isolating the populist Right.

• The systemic silencing, deplatforming, and depersoning of MAGA America, via loss of work, speech
rights, and banking privileges, courtesy of  Deep Tech, in collusion with the state.

• No right or democratic opportunity to defend against these depredations.

On these defining issues the GOP is relatively silent.

The coup de grâce: Swamping the host population with a sea of migrants to better perpetuate and
entrench the treason listed above.

Contemporary Sodom and Gomorrah
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Crime in Washington State, rampant in the demographically predisposed cities  and spreading, remains
a look-away issue.

The fear among ordinary people, left and right, is not so much of crime — with us since the dawn of
mankind — but fear of the repercussions of crime rewarded, biblical and universal values turned topsy-
turvy.

To the extent they conceptualize about these matters, ordinary Americans dread an America where
good is bad and bad is good, and where evil individuals are rewarded and reinforced in their murderous
and thieving ways, so that the righteous suffer and the wicked prosper.

Homeowners and home dwellers alike share a middle-class culture. Left and right, all live in fear of the
encroachment of the chaotic, craven, now-quintessentially American homeless counterculture.

Again: On these defining issues, the GOP is relatively silent.

Thus will the Democrat machine win many a winnable joust, as we no longer debate.

The Democrats are attacking her person because they are “losing the debate,” claims Kari Lake.
Together with every other GOPer, this super-nice lady, who is vying to be governor of Arizona, repeats
this Republican cliche.

Likewise Richard Grenell, the Trump administration’s honorary gay man, tweeted out that “This blood
red setting and negative complaining about political opponents means one thing — Joe Biden is really
nervous that Donald Trump is going to run again.”

In this same jocular, jovial, good-natured, aw, shucks Republicanism, funny man Greg Guttfeld
counseled MAGA America to stay amicable and calm; to take Biden’s hate in stride. Stay cool.

Why are Republicans unable to understand that the Idiocracy, boobus Americanus, no longer warms to
or absorbs debate, argument. It is political theater and extra-constitutional terrorism that the
Democrats have mastered. This is what Republicans must meet, match and best.

We Americans are living in a contemporary Sodom and Gomorrah. And what did Kevin McCarthy
promise the chronically incurious Laura Ingraham,on her September 14 slot? Drum roll: Republicans
will assign a bad score to the bad prosecutors.

The bad prosecutors, whose true constituents are the country’s empowered criminal class, are not
shaking in their weekend Birkenstocks, sir. They are shaking from laughter. At the Republicans.

For the “bad prosecutors” operate not above the law, but outside the law and against the law. The bad
prosecutors are outlaws. Simple.

How is that only Governor Ron DeSantis grasps that it’s illegal for state attorneys, whose job
description is to uphold the law, to nullify the very law they are paid to enforce?

As the only elected official smart and dedicated enough to grasp and govern in accordance with first
principles, DeSantis fired State Attorney Andrew Warren for “effectively nullifying Florida’s criminal
law.”

In this spirit, the great governor of Florida must be steadfast and accelerate his pipeline of criminal
aliens to the affluent areas of the northeast. Not 50, Governor DeSantis, but 50 thousand, 500 thousand
and counting.

For the following is not what “losing” looks like:
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The migrants of Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts, now have civil rights attorneys, arrayed against
Gov. DeSantis. The protesters of January 6 don’t so much as have decent attorneys. That’s all you need
to know about the Republicans’ fealty to their own.

Rest assured that migrant legal representation is likely backed by Democrats.

It is not so much that Democrats dislike these immigrants, although true; it is that they will not allow
Republicans to win without punishment. Mess with powerful progressives by bringing the border to
their backyard — and they’ll perp walk you.

The Democrats fight like men and women possessed. The Republicans take the position a man takes in a
gay bathhouse.

Sued by foreign scofflaws and investigated by their Democratic backers, Governor DeSantis has
promised “more flights” and more buses to come, to the cheers and applause of his supporters.

May The Force be with him.

For the rest, the unbearable lightness of being GOP means that Republican representatives can’t, for
the most, conceive of the demonic forces marshalled against MAGA America.

One must be truly good to conceive of true evil — and that the good governor most certainly is.

ILANA and David Vance discuss the matter further on the Hard Truth Rumble podcast.
WATCH “Martha’s Vineyard Migrants Get Civil Rights Lawyers; January 6 Prisoners Dumped
By GOP.”
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